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On some recent trends in modelling of contact fatigue and wear in rail

K. Dang Van∗, M.H. Maitournam
Laboratoire de Mécanique des Solides (CNRS UMR 7649), Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France

Abstract

Specific numerical methods for the computational analysis of damage induced in rail by repeated rolling are presented. The calculations 
of mechanical stabilized states (shakedown, ratchetting) of rail-like structures subjected to moving contact loads are performed using the 
“stationary methods”. An association of 2-D finite element method, Fourier expansion in the longitudinal direction of the rail and steady-state 
assumption reduces the computational cost of such procedures. These methods constitute the key for the quantitative prediction of fatigue. 
Three types of damage (low-, high-cycle fatigue and damage) are encountered. Special attention to high-cycle fatigue is paid, through the 
use of Dang Van multi-axial fatigue criterion. The 3-D simulations of rolling contact and investigation of rail high-cycle fatigue illustrate 
the applicability of the methodology.
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1. Introduction

Rolling contact fatigue (RCF) is a severe problem for
railways companies. Since many decades, the french na-
tional railways company SNCF had undertaken researches
to understand the conditions of initiation of fatigue cracks
which may appear in the rail head. These defects are of dif-
ferent nature, depending on the considered period of time.
From the 1960s to the early 1970s, the kidney-shape crack-
ings are among the most frequently encountered defects on
the track. They initiate in the rail head, at a depth quite far
beneath the running surface (around 7 mm) and propagate
downwards in the rolling direction, in a plane making an
angle of about 30◦ relatively to the vertical. In some cir-
cumstances, especially on heavy loaded lines or on some
curves, shelling can also be observed. It is associated with
severe superficial plastic deformation. Nowadays, squats
and head checks are the major defects which affect the
rail. Squats are encountered on straight tracks or shallow
curves. They initiate in deformed zones of the running sur-
face. When these cracks reach a certain size (around 5 mm)
below the surface, they can propage downwards to form
progressive transverse cracks which propagate quite fast.
That is the reason why their prevention is necessary. Head
checks are angle cracks observed on the high rail in curves
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and on crossing rails. They iniatiate near the rail gauge cor-
ner and can join up to induce a gauge corner breaking. The
reasons of this difference in the type of observed damages
at these different periods are, on one hand, the nature of
the rail steel (in the 1960s, the rail heads contained many
inclusions due to the use of Thomas process steels) and, on
the other hand, the increasing of load and power per axle.

To understand the circumstance of the occurence of these
defects, researches have been undertaken in order to model
their initiation. It is a complex problem which necessitates
to overcome two main difficulties.

(i) The first one is the evaluation of the thermomechanical
quantities in the rail induced by repeated rolling con-
tact; because of the small size of the contact area, the
stresses are beyond the elastic limit, so, it is necessary
to take account of the plastic deformation and residual
stresses resulting from the sequence of repeated rolling.
Moreover, rolling contact is a 3-D problem with friction
and complex partial slip. It is well-known that different
limit states may be obtained depending on the inten-
sity of the wheel load, the friction coefficient and the
material properties. These limit states are: elastic state,
elastic shakedown state (the limit cycle is elastic, but
early plastic deformation induces a fixed residual stress
pattern), plastic shakedown and ratchetting.

(ii) The second difficulty is the prediction of damage (this
latter is closely linked to the mechanical limit state).
This necessitates the use of multi-axial fatigue criteria
able to deal with complex multi-axial loading situations.
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Nomenclature

a half-contact width
a constant of Dang Van criterion

(t−1 − (f−1/2))/(f−1/3)

Ak associated forces
b constant of Dang Van criterion (t−1)
C hardening modulus
E Young modulus
f yield function
f−1 alternate bending fatigue strength
ke shear yield stress
L tensor of elastic coefficients
p microscopic hydrostatic pressure
P normal force
P0 maximum hertzian pressure
Q traction force
t time
t−1 alternate twisting fatigue strength
u displacement vector
V moving load velocity
Z tensor relatingAk andαk

Greek letters
αk internal parameters
ε strain tensor
εe elastic strain tensor
εp plastic strain tensor
Λ plastic multiplier
µ local friction coefficient
ν Poisson ratio
σ stress tensor
σ 0 initial stress tensor
τ microscopic Tresca shear stress

In fact the local stress and strain fields are completely
tri-dimensional with no fixed directions during their
evolution.

To solve the problem (i), we have developped powerful
computational tools capable of determining the stabilized
state of any kind of inelastic structures subjected to re-
peated moving loads, directly or by following the evolution
pass-by-pass. The presentation of these numerical proce-
dures can be found in[1–3], where they are validated by
comparisons with analytical results obtained by Johnson
[4,7,8], Bower and Johnson[5], Hearle and Johnson[6],
Johnson and Jefferis[9]. Different applications to rail were
presentated in[2].

For the problem (ii) we use, in the case of high-cycle
fatigue, the multi-axial fatigue criterion proposed by Dang
Van, of which fundations are presented, for instance, in
[11–14]. Its main attribute is that it can be easily identi-
fied by classical fatigue uniaxial laboratory tests like re-
peated tension or torsion. This criterion is essentially based
on elastic shakedown hypothesis at all scales of material

description (macroscopic and mesoscopic scales). The
Manson–Coffin law is considered in the case of low-cycle
fatigue, especially for the prediction of shelling initiation.

The purpose of this paper is to present some main methods
and computation procedures, and to show some new results
we have obtained in the modelling of the different defects
mentioned above. Finally, we insist more on the modelling
of the defect named squat.

2. Numerical methods for the determination of the
limit thermomechanical state and fatigue

2.1. Presentation of the problem

The determination of the thermomechanical fields in-
duced by repeated rolling/sliding contact is the first step for
the understanding and the prediction of fatigue damage phe-
nomena which may occur in rail head. However, this task
presents many difficulties due to load level which induces
plastic deformation. The simulation of such processes by
using classical existing finite element softwares necessitates
incremental translations of the loading. This way of calcu-
lating (used in the late 1980s) is time-consuming and cum-
bersome. A simplified approach based on the proposal of
Zarka et al.[15] was used by Sakae and Keer[16] and Keer
and coworkers[17,18], nevertheless, this approach used an
approximate estimation of the plastic deformation. It is the
reason why we have proposed another computing procedure
for the evaluation of the thermomechanical state induced by
repeated rolling contact. This method, valid for 2-D and 3-D
problems, relies on the steady-state assumption in the mov-
ing contact reference. It leads to the two following numer-
ical procedures for the calculations of stresses and strains
either for an arbitrary number of loading passes or directly
for the stabilized state (elastic shakedown, plastic shake-
down or ratchetting): (i) the pass-by-pass stationary method
(PPSM) for a single load pass; this method is exact and does
not suffer from the limitations of previous rolling contact
finite element analyse; the calculation time for one pass is
approximatively the same as the one obtained in classical
plasticity for one step of translation of the contact loading;
(ii) the direct stationary method (DSM) for a repeated mov-
ing load, this method goes straight to the steady-state. These
procedures were extended in the case of thermomechanical
coupling realized by the presence of thermal expansion in
the mechanical problem and of heat sources (due to inelastic
deformation, thermoelastic coupling and interfacial dissipa-
tion mechanism, like friction and micro-slip) in the thermal
problem[2]. They led to the evaluation of the temperature
field in the vicinity of the contact area.

2.2. Principle of the stationary methods

The ‘stationary methods’ used in this paper to determine
the mechanical state due to repeated rolling, and their finite
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elements implementation have already been published in
[1,2]. Nevertheless, for the convenience, a summary of the
main features of these methods is given below.

Consider a rail subjected to contacts loads (let us say
normal and tangential pressures) moving with a velocityV
= V ez (Fig. 1). Assuming steady-state in a reference frame
moving with the loads, the time derivative of any material
quantityB becomes:

Ḃ = −V B,z (1)

The first idea consists in writing the equations governing the
mechanical problem in the moving loads reference. Thus,
one obtains:

equations of motion

div σ = ρV 2u,zz (2)

constitutive laws

σ = L : εe + σ 0 (3)

Ak = Z : αk (4)

ε = εe + εp (5)

−ε,
p
z = Λ

∂f

∂σ
f (σ , Ak) ≤ 0, Λ ≥ 0, Λf (σ , Ak) = 0

(6)

αk,z = Λ
∂f

∂Ak

(7)

Λ is the plastic multiplier,f the yield function and the plastic
potential (f = 0 defines the elastic domain),σ 0 the initial
stress,αk are internal parameters andAk their associated
forces linked here by the tensorZ, L is the fourth-order
tensor of elastic coefficients.

Thanks to (Eq. (1)), time derivatives have been replaced
by space derivatives inEqs. (2), (6) and (7). The integrations
of Eqs. (6) and (7)are performed in space, along the direc-
tion of the motion of the loads; so that, numerically neither
the load, nor the structure are translated. Two kinds of ma-
terial behaviour have been used for the rail: a von Mises
elastic–plastic material with linear-kinematic and isotropic
hardening of which yield functionf is given by:

f (σ , Cεp, ε̄p) =
√

1
2(σ − Cεp) : (σ − Cεp) − ke(ε̄

p) (8)

where C is the hardening modulus,ke is the shear yield
stress, and̄εp is the cumulated plastic deformation, and the
non-linear-kinematic hardening law proposed by Bower[10]
to evaluate the ratchetting rate per cycle.

The second crucial feature of our methods is the direct
numerical search of the possible stabilized mechanical state
due to repeated rolling (the stress field is periodic, and the
plastic strain also in the absence of ratchetting).

The two numerical procedures for the determination of
the stabilized state are derived[1]. The first one is the PPSM

for the calculation of a single pass. Computing the succes-
sive passes by this method, allows to find the stabilized state
and its characteristics (number of cycles before reaching the
stabilized state, residual stresses, plastic deformations, etc.).
This stabilized state can, of course, be ratchetting. In such a
case, the ratchetting rate is immediately deduced as the in-
crement of surface displacement or plastic strains caused by
a pass. The second one is the DSM for the direct determina-
tion of the stabilized state, in the case of shakedown (elastic
or plastic). The ratchetting is indicated by a non-convergence
of the algorithm.

2.3. Solution methods

These methods were programed using classical finite el-
ements method in 2-D and 3-D. For the 3-D rail problem,
in order to reduce the computational cost, it has been nec-
essary to use a combination of a 2-D finite element analysis
(in the section of the rail) and a Fourier expansion along
the longitudinal direction of the rail (z-direction). The ob-
tained solution is fully tri-dimensional. The displacement is
expanded (so is the loading) in the following way:

u(x, y, z) =
N∑

n=0

uc
n(x, y) cos

nπz

L
+ us

n(x, y) sin
nπz

L
(9)

where the numberN is chosen sufficiently large to allow a
good reconstruction of the input prescribed loading (contact
stress distributions). Comparisons of shakedown limits given
by numerical solutions and analytical ones in the case of
an elastic–plastic half-space subjected to moving hertzian
pressure, have also allowed us to validate the choice ofN .
L is the length of the considered portion of the rail. It can
be a distance between two contacts (two wheels).

The 3-D problem is solved iteratively, each iteration con-
sisting in an elastic solution and a determination of plastic
deformation (and internal variables). The Fourier expansion
allows to reduce the elastic 3-D problem to a finite sum
of 2-D finite element problems over a transverse section
of the rail. Each 2-D problem is the calculation of a term
uc

n(x, y) or us
n(x, y) of the expansion. A re-combination of

the displacements per harmonic is performed to obtain the
total displacement. This latter is used to calculate the plastic
deformation as in the preceding sub-section. The resulting
plastic forces are then expanded for the elastic solution.

2.4. Illustrative examples

These methods allow the computation of strains and
stresses in the rail due to repeated moving contacts and
the quick determination of the nature of the stabilized
state (elastic shakedown, plastic shakedown or ratchetting).
Such analyses of repeated contacts using shakedown prin-
ciples were carried out in 2-D[1,2] and compared with
semi-analytical methods, by Johnson[4,7,8], Bower and
Johnson[5], Hearle and Johnson[6], Johnson and Jefferis
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Fig. 1. An example of a rail mesh and a moving centered spherical
pressure distribution.

Fig. 2. Contours of equivalent plastic strains in the rail after one pass, for a spherical pressure distribution;a = 10 mm; P0/ke = 6.7; µ = 0.

Fig. 3. Contours of equivalent plastic strains in the rail head at the stabilized state, for a spherical pressure distribution;a = 10 mm;P0/ke = 6.7; µ = 0.

[9]. We present below some 3-D calculations, to show the
applicability of the method. The considered rail (UIC 60
profile) is as shown inFig. 1. In full 3-D calculations the
used mesh is the one on the figure. When using the method
associating finite elements and Fourier expansion, only the
mesh of a transverse section of the rail is used. The load is
a repeatedly moving hertzian pressure (circular contact area
with radius a, maximum hertzian pressureP0). Dynamic
effects are neglected. The characteristics of the consid-
ered material are:E = 210 GPa;ν = 0.3, ke = 237 MPa;
C = 20 GPa.Fig. 2 represents the equivalent plastic strain
obtained during the first pass of the contact (P0/ke = 6.7;
a= 10 mm and 2ais the length of the refined zone).Fig. 3
represents the same quantity in the stabilized state which is
obtained directly, without simulating the successive passes.
One can see that this stabilized state is a plastic shakedown:
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the plastic deformation is the same up- and down-stream of
the contact but varies under the contact.

3. Numerical methods for fatigue treatment

Two kinds of fatigue criteria are used to predict crack
initiation in the rail. When the rail suffers cyclic plasticity
(plastic shakedown) or ratchetting low-cycle fatigue is likely
to occur. For this kind of fatigue, we use the Manson–Coffin
law to predict the number of cycle to crack initiation. In the
case of elastic shakedown or elastic behaviour of the rail,
high-cycle fatigue is likely to occur and Dang Van crite-
rion [11–13] is used. The Dang Van multi-axial high-cycle
fatigue criterion is based on a multi-scale approach which
assumes that elastic shakedown happens before crack initia-
tion. The considered two scales are: (i) a macroscopic scale
characterized by an arbitrary elementary volume surround-
ing the point where fatigue analysis is made and represent-
ing for instance an element of finite element mesh (it is
the usual scale considered by engineers); (ii) a mesoscopic
scale corresponding to subdivision of the previous volume;
the stress tensor at this scale results from the macroscopic
one and the local residual stresses due to local inelastic
deformation. Thanks to the shakedown assumption at the
local scale, it is possible to estimate the local stress cycle
from the macroscopic stress cycle. The criteria is then ex-
pressed as an inequality related to the mesoscopic stresses
at all instantst of the cycle, so that damaging load can be
precisely characterized. The criterion used is expressed as:

max
t

{τ(t) + ap(t)} ≤ b

whereτ(t) andp(t) are the instantaneous mesoscopic shear
stress and hydrostatic stress,a andb are material constants,
which can be determined by two different classical fatigue

Fig. 5. Contours of Dang Van criterion (α = maxt (τ (t) − ap(t) − (b/b))) and loading path are the most critical point.

Fig. 4. Numerical shakedown and fatigue map for line contact and full
sliding.

tests. For instance, they are related to classical experimen-
tal fatigue strengthsf−1 (in alternate bending) andt−1 (in
alternate twisting) by:

a = t−1 − (f−1/2)

(f−1/3)
, b = t−1 (10)

Practically, the fatigue resistance of a structure is checked
point-by-point, using two ways:

• The first one is the representation of the loading path
(p(t), τ(t)) at each point in the (p, τ ) diagram. In this
diagram, two constants,a andb, define a safety domain
(no fatigue cracks) which is the region below the line
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(τ + ap = b). If the loading path at each point is entirely
in the safety domain, there is no fatigue crack, otherwise
fatigue damage occurs.

• The second one is the evaluation at each point of the
quantityα = maxt {(τ (t) + ap(t) − b)/b}. Positive value
of α means occurrence of fatigue crack.

These two representations are used in the section devoted
to numerical analysis of rolling contact to predict the
high-cycle fatigue behaviour of rails. The predictions of
kidney-shape crack, squat and head check are based on this
criterion.

Fig. 6. Observations of the orientations of the fibers in the running zone (from IRSID): squat appears in the central zone.

Fig. 7. An example of evolution of the contact area during dynamic movement of the wheel (re-simulated by INRETS as in[19]).

4. Application to analysis of some rail damages

4.1. Kidney-shape cracking, shelling and wear

The 2-D calculations were performed to evaluated the sta-
bilized state and the residual stress pattern at different depths
in the rail. By that way we obtained the local stress cycle for
different conditions of traffic. Application of the adequate
fatigue criterion allows to predict the locus of the crack initi-
ation in relation with the load parameters. The methodology
was presented in[2]. The results obtained are summarized
in the fatigue map presented as shown inFig. 4. This type
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Fig. 8. Contours of von Mises equivalent stresses near the contact area, for the second pass of the loading.

of fatigue corresponds to the region (1) of the map: initi-
ation in depth, high cycle fatigue in the elastic and elastic
shakedown zones. The region (2) corresponds to the surface
damage. When the plastic shakedown occurs (plastic defor-
mation cycles), this regime leads shelling which is relevant
to low cycle fatigue. In the case of high friction (braking
zone) surface plastic flow may be severe, so that wear phe-
nomena are predominant.

This methodology is now applied in the 3-D case. For
illustration, we considerer the same structure and material
as in Section 2.4. The moving load is characterized by
a=10 mm andP0/ke = 4.25. The fatigue limits of the rail
steel are:f−1 = 460 MPa andt−1 = 270 MPa. The stabi-
lized mechanical state is an elastic shakedown.Fig. 5shows
the result of the application of the Dang Van multi-axial fa-
tigue criterion: the most critical point is in depth, which is
typical of kidney-shape crack initiation.

4.2. Analysis of squat and head checking

4.2.1. The 3-D rolling contact problem
The 2-D analysis fails in explaining the occurrence of

squat cracking. In this case, the microscopic observations
shows that superficial contact effects have to be taken into
account. InFig. 6 one can observe different fibers orienta-
tions (corresponding to severe local superficial plastic flow)
depending on the position on the rail head surface and squat

damage appears in a precise place. Dynamic computations
of rail–wheel system performed by INRETS and based on
Kalker method as in[19], shows complex evolutions of the
rail–wheel contact with different shapes of the contact area,
pressure and spin distributions. The contact area changes
from one to two separate areas (Fig. 7). To simulate this
phenomena, we choose a simplified scenario consisting in
sequences of eight different passes of different contact load-
ing. Each one corresponds to a particular position of the
wheel on the rail. The contact stress distributions consist in
normal pressure (maximum value is 1.6 GPa) and important
tangential stresses (essentially resulting from spin effect, the
value of which can reach 500 MPa).

4.2.2. Evaluation of the mechanical state in the rail
The 3-D numerical calculations using the PPSM presented

in Section 2are conducted. The method which combines
Fourier expansion and finite elements is used. The mesh of
the tranverse section of the rail can be seen inFig. 8. The
rail steel is considered as a von Mises elastic–plastic mate-
rial with linear-kinematic hardening. The material constants
are:E = 210 GPa;ν = 0.3; ke = 550 MPa;C = 20 GPa. A
distribution of the stresses in the central rail section, after
the pass of the second type of loading (elliptical distribu-
tion of the normal and tangential stresses due to spin effect
and friction: Fig. 7, second from the right) is as shown
in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9. Fatigue prediction: loading paths at different points of the rail surface.

4.2.3. Fatigue prediction and comparison with observations
Fatigue analysis is based on the use of the Dang Van

multi-axial criterion. It was performed on and thanks to a
specific fatigue analysis software. The fatigue limits of the
used rail steel are:f−1 = 450 MPa andt−1 = 270 MPa.
The stresses are calculated at the stabilized state reached
after passes of the contacts sequence described previously.
The loading path at three different points (gauge side, central
zone, field side) of the running surface are as shown inFig. 9.
It can be seen that fatigue cracks are likely to occur in the
central zone.

5. Conclusion

We have developed specific numerical procedures allow-
ing the determination of stresses and strains in the rail sub-
jected repeated moving contacts, directly in the stabilized
state or by following their evolution pass-by-pass. To show
its flexibility, the 3-D simulations have been performed in
the case of elastic–plastic material with a linear-kinematic
hardening. By coupling this method with appropriate fatigue
criteria, a good tool for the prediction of (high or low cycle)
fatigue crack initiation can be obtained. The 2-D calcula-
tions have been sufficient to predict the kidney-shape cracks
occurrence, but only the 3-D calculations give the main
features of the apparition of squat.
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